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(Received 18 January 2005; published 9 September 2005)0031-9007=We consider the deterministic generation of entangled multiqubit states by the sequential coupling of an
ancillary system to initially uncorrelated qubits. We characterize all achievable states in terms of classes of
matrix-product states and give a recipe for the generation on demand of any multiqubit state. The
proposed methods are suitable for any sequential generation scheme, though we focus on streams of
single-photon time-bin qubits emitted by an atom coupled to an optical cavity. We show, in particular, how
to generate familiar quantum information states such as W, Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger, and cluster
states within such a framework.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.110503 PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ud, 42.50.VkFIG. 1. A trapped D-level atom is coupled to a cavity qubit,
determined by the energy eigenstates j0i and j1i. After arbitrary
bipartite source-qubit operations, photonic time bins are sequen-
tially and coherently emitted at the cavity output, creating a
desired entangled multiqubit stream.Entangled multiqubit states are a valuable resource for
the implementation of quantum computation and quantum
communication protocols, like distributed quantum com-
puting [1], quantum cryptography [2] or quantum secret
sharing [3]. Using photonic degrees of freedom as qubits,
say, polarization states or time bins of energy eigenstates,
has the advantage that photons propagate safely over long
distances. Consequently, photonic devices are the most
promising systems for quantum communication tasks.
For this purpose, a lot of effort has been made in recent
years to develop efficient and deterministic single-photon
sources [4–7].
Photonic multiqubit states can be generated by letting a
source emit photonic qubits in a sequential manner [8]. If
we do not initialize the source after each step, the created
qubits will be, in general, entangled. Moreover, if we allow
for specific operations inside the source before each photon
emission, we will be able to create different multiqubit
states at the output. In fact, this is a particular instance of a
general sequential generation scheme, where an ancillary
system is coupled in turn to a number of initially uncorre-
lated qubits.
It is the purpose of this Letter to provide a complete
characterization of all multipartite quantum states achiev-
able within a sequential generation scheme. It turns out that
the classes of states attainable with increasing resources are
exactly given by the hierarchy of so-called matrix-product
states (MPS) [9,10]. These states typically appear in the
theory of one-dimensional spin systems [11], as they are
the variational set over which density matrix renormaliza-
tion group techniques are carried out [12]. Thus, our analy-
sis stresses the importance of MPS, since we show that they
naturally appear in a completely different and relevant
physical context. Moreover, particular instances of low-
dimensional MPS, like cluster states [13] or Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states [14], are a valuable resource
in quantum information [15]. Conversely, we will provide a
recipe for the generation on demand of any multiqubit state
within a sequential generation scheme. Because of the05=95(11)=110503(4)$23.00 11050general validity of these results, we will first state and
prove them without referring to any particular physical
system. This will be then applicable to all sequential
setups, like streams of photonic qubits emitted either by
a cavity QED (CQED) source [4,5] or by a quantum dot
coupled to a microcavity [6,7].
In the second part, we will focus on the physical imple-
mentation of these ideas within the realm of CQED. The
role of the ancillary system will be performed by a D-level
atom coupled to a single mode of an optical cavity. The
sequentially generated qubits will be time-bin qubits j0i
and j1i, describing the absence and presence of a photon
emitted from the cavity in a certain time interval (see
Fig. 1).
We will concentrate on setups where all intermediate
operations are arbitrary unitaries and the ancilla decouples
in the last step. The latter enables us to generate pure
entangled states in a deterministic manner without the
need of measurements. Let HA ’ CD and HB ’ C2 be
the Hilbert spaces characterizing a D-dimensional ancil-
lary system and a single qubit (e.g., a time-bin qubit),
respectively. In every step of the sequential generation of
a multiqubit state, we consider a unitary time evolution
of the joint system HA HB. Assuming that each qu-
bit is initially in the state j0i (i.e., the time bin is empty),
we disregard the qubit at the input and write the evolu-
tion in the form of an isometry V: HA !HA HB.3-1 © 2005 The American Physical Society
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Expressing the latter in terms of a basis V P
i;;V
i
;j; iihj, the isometry condition readsP1
i0 ViyVi  1, where each Vi is a DD matrix. We
choose a basis where fji; jig are any of the D ancillary
levels. If we apply successively n, not necessarily identical,
operations of this form to an initial state j’Ii 2HA, we
obtain the state ji  Vn . . .V2V1j’Ii, where indices
in squared brackets represent the steps in the generation
sequence. The n generated qubits are in general entangled
with the ancilla as well as among themselves. Assuming
that in the last step the ancilla decouples from the system,
such that ji  j’Fi  j i, we are left with the n-qubit
state
j i  X
1
i1...in0
h’FjVinn . . .Vi11j’Iijin; . . . ; i1i: (1)
States of this form are called MPS [9,10], and play a crucial
role in the theory of one-dimensional spin systems.
Equation (1) shows that all sequentially generated multi-
qubit states, arising from aD-dimensional ancillary system
HA, are instances of MPS with DD matrices Vi and
open boundary conditions specified by j’Ii and j’Fi. We
will now prove that the converse is also true, i.e., that every
MPS of the form
j ~ i  h~’Fj ~Vn . . . ~V1j ~’Ii; (2)
with arbitrary maps ~Vk: HA !HA HB, can be
generated by isometries of the same dimension 2DD,
and such that the ancillary system decouples in the last
step. Since every state has a MPS representation [16], this
is at the same time a general recipe for its sequential
generation. The idea of the proof is an explicit construction
of all involved isometries by subsequent application of
singular value decompositions (SVD). We start by writing
h~’Fj ~Vn  V 0nMn, where the 2 2 matrix V0n is the left
unitary in the SVD and Mn is the remaining part. The
recipe for constructing the isometries is the induction
Mk  12 ~Vk1  V 0k1Mk1; (3)
where the isometry V0k1 is constructed from the SVD of
the left-hand side, and Mk1 is always chosen to be the
remaining part. After n applications of Eq. (3) in Eq. (2),
from left to right, we set j’Ii  M1j ~’Ii, producing
j ~ i  V 0n . . .V01j’Ii: (4)
Exploiting the fact that ~Vk1 has dimension 2DD, it
can be shown, through simple rank considerations in
Eq. (3), that V 0nk has dimension 2minD; 2k 
minD; 2k	1. In particular, every V 0k could be embedded
into an isometry Vk of dimension 2DD. Physically,
this just means we would have redundant ancillary levels
that we need not use. Finally, decoupling the ancilla in the
last step is guaranteed by the fact that, after the application11050of Vn1, merely two levels of HA are still occupied,
and can be mapped entirely onto the system HB. This
is precisely the action of Vn through its embedded uni-
tary V 0n.
This proves the equivalence of two sets of n-qubit states,
which are described either as D-dimensional MPS with
open boundary conditions, or as states that are generated
sequentially and isometrically via a D-dimensional ancil-
lary system which decouples in the last step. Note that, in
order to produce a generic n-qubit state, the dimension of
the source is given by D  2n. For a particular n-qubit
state, the minimal dimensionality of the ancillary system is
optimized through the procedure described above.
Motivated by current CQED setups, we will now provide
a third equivalent characterization, namely, a set of multi-
qubit states that are sequentially generated by a source
consisting of a 2D-level atom. In contrast to the first
sequential scheme, the latter will not require arbitrary
isometries. Consider an atomic system with D states jaii
and D states jbii, so thatHA H a 
H b ’ CD  C2.
That is, we will write j’ij1i for a superposition of jaii
states, whereas j’ij0i corresponds to a superposition of
jbii states. Since the last qubit marks the atomic level,
whether it belongs to the jaii or to the jbii subspace, we
will refer to it as the tag qubit and writeHA HA0 
HT . Now consider the atomic transitions from each jaii
state to its respective jbii state accompanied by the gen-
eration of a photon in a certain time bin. This is described
by a unitary evolution of the form
T: j’iA0 j1iT j0iB  j’iA0 j0iT j1iB;
j’iA0 j0iT j0iB  j’iA0 j0iT j0iB:
(5)
Hence, T effectively interchanges the tag qubit with the
time-bin qubit. If, additionally, arbitrary atomic unitaries
UA are allowed at any time, we can exploit the swap
caused by T in order to generate the operation
Vj’i  h0jT TUAj’iA0 j0iT j0iB; (6)
which is the most general isometry V: HA0 !HA0 
HB. Therefore, the so generated n-qubit states include
all possible states arising from subsequent applications of
2DD-dimensional isometries. On the other hand, they
are a subset of the MPS in Eq. (2) with arbitrary 2D
D-dimensional maps, assuming that the atom decouples at
the end. Hence, these three sets are all equivalent.
Now, we show how these results can be applied in the
realm of CQED, where an atom is trapped inside a high-Q
optical cavity, and we aim at generating multiphoton en-
tangled states. A laser may excite the atom, producing
subsequently a photon in the cavity mode, which, after
some time, is emitted outside the cavity (Fig. 1). We
consider two different scenarios, corresponding to the
two families of states considered above. First, we may
have fast and complete access to the atom-cavity system.
In consequence, after the implementation of the desired3-2
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isometry in each step, we should wait until the photon leaks
out of the cavity before starting the next step. In this case,
according to the analysis above, we will be able to produce
arbitrary D-dimensional MPS with D equal to the number
of involved atomic levels. Second, we may have a 2D-level
atom (D jaii levels and D jbii levels) and two kind of
operations: (i) fast arbitrary operations which allow us to
pairwise manipulate all atomic levels; (ii) an operation
which maps each jaii state to its corresponding jbii state
while creating a single cavity photon, allowing a tailored
output. Here, we will also be able to produce arbitrary
D-dimensional MPS.
In the following, we will illustrate the above statements
with a specific example which is based on present CQED
experiments [5]. We consider a three-level atom coupled to
a single cavity mode in the strong-coupling regime. An
external laser field drives the transition from level jai to the
upper level jui with coupling strength 0, and the cavity
mode drives the transition between jui and level jbi with
coupling strength g, in a typical  configuration [see
Fig. 2(a)]. We choose the detunings , with jj 
fg;0g, and assume that the cavity decay rate  is smaller
than any other frequency in the problem, so that we can
ignore cavity damping during the atom-cavity manipula-
tions. By eliminating level jui, we remain with an effective
D  2 atomic system plus the cavity mode. We will show
how, by controlling the laser frequency and intensity, it is
possible to generate arbitrary 2-dimensional MPS. Note
that, by allowing the manipulation of D effective atomic
levels, it is straightforward to extend these results to the
generation of D-dimensional MPS.
According to the results above, we just have to show that
we can implement any isometry V: HA !HA HB.
In fact, we will explain how to implement arbitrary opera-
tions on the atomic qubit and the SWAPp operation on the
atom-cavity system, which suffice to generate any isometry
V (since they give rise to a universal set of gates for the two
qubit system [17]). The atomic qubit can be manipulated at
will using Raman lasers, as done with trapped ions [18,19].
In order to implement the SWAPp , we notice that the atom-
cavity coupling is described in terms of the Jaynes-FIG. 2. (a) Atomic level structure: levels jai, (jbi), and jui are
coupled by a laser (cavity mode) off resonance. (b) After adia-
batic elimination of the upper state jui, we are left with an
effective Jaynes-Cummings interaction, coupling states ja; ni
and jb; n	 1i. The ac Stark shift introduced in the energy
difference of these levels, ng2=, and the Jaynes-Cummings
coupling,

n	 1p 0g=2, depend on the photon number, n.
11050Cummings model [see Fig. 2(b)], where the coupling
constant 0 is controlled by the laser. Thus, application
of laser pulses with the appropriate duration and phase
[19,20] will implement the unitary operation U  eiG,
where generator G  ja; 0ihb; 1j 	 H:c:=4, which cor-
responds to the desired SWAPp operation. In order to gen-
eralize this scheme to an arbitrary D-level system, we
notice that we can view the atom as a set of M qubits
(with D  2M). Thus, if we are able to perform arbitrary
atomic operations, together with the SWAPp operation on
two specific atomic levels as explained above, we can then
implement a universal set of gates and, in consequence,
any arbitrary isometry required for the first scenario.
In the rest of the Letter, we will use another setup which
is closely related to current experiments [5] and optimizes
our second method for MPS generation. In this frame, we
will show how to generate familiar multiqubit states likeW
[21], GHZ [14], and cluster states [13], which are all MPS
with D  2 [15].
For the purpose, we consider a particular example of
the second scenario, where an atom with three levels
fjai; jb1i; jb2ig is trapped inside an optical cavity. With
the help of a laser beam, state jai is mapped to state jb1i,
and a photon is generated, whereas the other states remain
unchanged. This process is described by the map
MAB: jai jb1ij1i; jbji jbjij0i (7)
with j  1; 2, and can be realized with the techniques used
in [5]. After the application ofMAB, an arbitrary operation
is applied to the atom, which can be performed by using
Raman lasers. The photonic states that are generated after
several applications are those MPS where the isometries
are given by Vi  MABUiA, with i  1; . . . ; n, UiA
being arbitrary unitary atomic operators.
For example, to generate a W-type state of the form
j Wi  ei1 sin1j0 . . . 01i 	 cos1ei2 sin2j0 . . . 010i
	   
	 cos1 . . . cosn2ein1 sinn1j010 . . . 0i
	 cos1 . . . cosn1j10 . . . 0i; (8)
we choose the initial atomic state j’Ii  jb2i and opera-
tions UiA  Ub1ab2i;i, with i  1; . . . ; n 1, where
Umkli;i  cosijkihkj 	 cosijlihlj 	 eii sinijki
 hlj  eii sinijlihkj 	 jmihmj; (9)
and fk; l; mg  fa; b1; b2g. To decouple the atom from the
photon state, we choose the last atomic operation UnA 
Ub1ab20; =2 and, after the last map MAB, the decoupled
atom will be in state jb1i.
To produce a GHZ-type state in similar way, we choose
j’Ii  jai, U1AUb1ab21;1, UiAU
b2
ab1
0;=2, with
i  2; . . . ; n 1, and UnA  Uab1b20; =2U
b2
ab1
0; =2.
3-3
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For generating cluster states, we choose j’Ii  jb2i,
UiA  Ub1ab2i;iU
b2
ab1
0; =2, with i  1; . . . ; n 1,
and UnA  Ub2ab1n;nUab1b20; =2U
b2
ab1
0; =2, ob-
taining
j i  O
n
i1
O0i1j0ii 	O1i1j1ii; (10)
where O0i1  cosij0ii1h0j  eii sinij1ii1h1j and
O1i1  eii sinij0ii1h0j 	 cosij1ii1h1j, with i 
2; . . . ; n 1. Operators O0i1 and O1i1 act on the nearest-
neighbor qubit i 1 under the assumption O00  cos1
and O10  ei1 sin1. If one chooses i  0 and i 
=4 this leads to the cluster states defined by
j cli  1
2n=2
On
i1
zi1j0ii 	 j1ii; with z0  1: (11)
The formalism presented here is also valid for other
types of single-photon sources, in the context of CQED
or quantum dots. For example, it could be extended to
characterize the polarization-entangled multiqubit photon
states generated by an analogous CQED photon source [8].
In this case two cavity modes with orthogonal polariza-
tions, defining the qubit, are coupled to the atom in each
generation step. In fact, the presented ideas and proofs
apply to any multiqudit state with HB ’ Cd that is gen-
erated sequentially by a D-dimensional source.
In a wider scope, we have established a formalism
describing a general sequential quantum factory, where
the source is able to perform arbitrary unitary source-qudit
operations before each qudit leaves. Apart from the multi-
photon states, the present formalism applies also to other
physical scenarios: (a) to coherent microwave CQED ex-
periments [22], where atoms sequentially cross a cavity,
and thus the outcoming atoms end up in a MPS with the
dimensions given by the effective number of states used in
the cavity mode; (b) a light pulse crossing several atomic
ensembles [23], where the latter will be left in a matrix-
product Gaussian state; (c) trapped ion experiments where
each ion interacts sequentially with a collective mode of
the motion [18,19,24]. Note also that one can include
dissipation in the present formalism, by replacing MPS
by matrix-product density operators [10,25]. This descrip-
tion applies, for example, to the micromaser setup [26] and
other realistic scenarios.
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